




Teaching with a Full Deck: 
Card Sorts 
Lindsey	Herlehy,	NBCT	


















A → 3 B → 16 C → 5 D → 8 
E → 7 F → 13 G → 9 H → 1 
I → 4 J → 6 K → 2 L → 11 
M → 10 N → 15 O → 14 P → 12 
Q → 19 R → 18 S → 20 T → 17 






























































Sequencing & Procedures 
• Dividing	Mixed	Numbers	Algorithm	
	Sort	the	steps	and	intermediate	calculations	to	solve	the	


















































































- Dr. Katherine McNeil,  
  Professor of Science Education at Boston College 
“The	important	thing	about	designing	card	sorts	is	that	
there	is	room	for	student	reasoning	and	access	to	
evidence.	We	want	students	to	disagree,	so	we	need	to	
design	the	cards	so	that	there	will	be	opportunities	for	
students	to	argue	and	defend	different	ideas.	This	is	what	
will	help	them	construct	&	critique	arguments	and	identify	
commonalities	across	items	(e.g.	looking	for	and	make	use	
of	mathematical	structure).	Multiple	representations	
including	visual	representations,	such	as	area	models	or	
diagrammatic	representations,	engage	students	in	sense	
making	and	provide	options	for	multiple	ways	of	thinking.”	
Thank you! 
Lindsey	Herlehy	
Curriculum	and	Professional	Development	Specialist	
Illinois	Mathematics	and	Science	Academy	
	
lherlehy@imsa.edu	
	
Download	all	resources	at:	http://bit.ly/CardSorts	
	
